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Abstract

The role of neutrals in triggering the H±L back transition in high density ELMing H-mode plasmas is explored in

double-null (DN) and single-null (SN) divertors. We propose that the neutral particle buildup below the X-point may

play an important role in triggering the H±L transition at high density. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights re-

served.
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1. Introduction

The addition of cold deuterium gas into single-null

(SN) ELMing H-mode diverted plasmas can trigger the

formation of low-temperature �� 1±2 eV�, high density

J 2� 1020 mÿ3�, highly radiating region located be-

tween the X-point and the divertor ¯oor [1±3]. Because

the formation of this high density region has similarities

with MARFE behavior [4], we refer to it as a `divertor

MARFE' and the conditions under which it occurs as

the `Partially Detached Divertor' (PDD) regime [3].

While some details may di�er, other tokamaks, such as

Alcator C-MOD [5], JET [6], and ASDEX-Upgrade [7]

have reported similar observations. Continued gas

pu�ng during SN PDD operation produces a transition

back to the L-mode regime. This `back transition' is

characterized by a cessation of ELMing activity and a

drop in edge plasma density.

While much of tokamak research currently is focused

on plasma behavior in SNs, future generation tokamaks

may require double-null (DN) divertor con®gurations to

achieve `high performance' characteristics, such as en-

hanced energy con®nement and high plasma b. Some

`high performance' scenarios, moreover, may necessitate

DN operation at densities where PDD conditions could

exist, at least based on SN extrapolations. For this

reason, the question of whether high density behavior in

SNs can be used to predict high density behavior in DNs

needs to be addressed. In this paper we examine this

issue, particularly the role that the poloidal distribution

of the neutral particles might play. After describing our

basic experimental setup in Section 2, we detail the im-

portant characteristics of high density PDD SNs in

Section 3 and contrast these with high density DNs in

Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss our results.

2. Experimental setup

The SN and balanced DN plasma con®gurations

discussed in this paper are representative of low trian-

gular (dT � 0.4) discharges with moderate separation of

the X-point from the divertor tiles (hX-point � 0.12 m). By

`balanced' we mean that the radial separation of the
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separatrices for the upper and lower divertor as pro-

jected back and measured at the outer midplane is 6 0.1

cm. We focus on low triangularity con®gurations in

both SN and DN for two main reasons. First, low tri-

angularity SNs and DNs give the most favorable diag-

nostic coverage of the (lower) divertor plasma, especially

with respect to measuring electron density and temper-

ature (e.g., with the divertor Thomson scattering and

Langmuir probe systems). Although no similar diag-

nostic capability exists in the upper divertor at present,

an `upper divertor' density and temperature can be

`measured', in a manner of speaking, with the lower

divertor diagnostics by reversing the toroidal ®eld (and,

hence, the grad-B drift direction). The second reason to

focus on the low-dT DN mode is that it allows com-

parisons with a large database of low triangularity SN

divertor plasmas.

3. H±L transition in single-null divertors

Fig. 1 describes the evolution of an ELMing single-

null H-mode plasma during cold deuterium (D2) gas

injection. The PDD was initiated at t� 2.73 s and the H±

L backtransition occurred at t� 3.32 s. The latter is

evidenced by a cessation of ELMing recycling activity

and a drop in the `edge' (pedestal) density (ne;ped in

Fig. 1(b)). The PDD operating `window' (i.e., between

the initiation of the PDD and the H±L back transition)

for the line-averaged electron density (�ne in Fig. 1(b))

was in the range �ne=ne;G� 0.82 to 0.98, where ne;G (� Ip/

pa2) is the Greenwald density limit [8]; typically, the

width of this operating window for DIII-D plasmas is

0.1±0.2 in units of �ne=ne;G. The density pro®le was ¯at to

modestly peaked during most of the PDD mode, since

the electron density measurement deep in the core

plasma (ne;core) tracks �ne and ne;ped (Fig. 1(b)). The ne-

pro®le became more peaked near the H±L limit, how-

ever, when ne;core increased as ne;ped decreased. Energy

con®nement shortly before the H±L transition was

roughly 40±50% lower than during pre-pu� times; typi-

cally, sE/sE89-L � 1.1±1.3 immediately preceding the H±L

transition as de®ned above, where sE89-L is the ITER89-

L energy con®nement [9].

For SN plasmas with lower safety factors values (e.g.,

q956 4.5, as in this example), the back transition is

preceded by the formation of a high density, low tem-

perature region inside the separatrix near the X-point

(`core MARFE'). This is indicated by the increase in

electron density (ne;X-point > 2 ´ 1020 mÿ3) and a drop in

electron temperature (Te;X-point < 5 eV) inside the sep-

aratrix (core plasma) near the X-point (i.e., t � 3.15 s in

Fig. 1(c),(d)). During the H-mode phases, the core

MARFEs do not penetrate more than 5 cm above the X-

point; this represents <1 cm from the plasma edge when

traced along a ®eld line back to the midplane. The ap-

pearance of the core MARFE is coincident with a de-

crease in both ne;ped andsE/sE89-L.

While total radiated power (Prad) near the H±L

density limit �80% of the neutral beam power, bolo-

metric inversions indicate that most of this radiation

occurs outside the separatrix. The radiated power from

inside the separatrix (i.e., the `core' radiated power)

is �15% of the input power for this shot; in general, the

core radiated fraction is 15±30% near the H±L density

limit for SNs. Carbon was the principal impurity radi-

ator. Typically, the carbon concentration in the core

plasma is approximately 1% during the ELMing PDD.

Neutral pressure measured in the private ¯ux region

shortly before the H±L back transitions depends

strongly on both input power and toroidal ®eld (i.e.,

/ P 2
input=B2

T). For the DIII-D SNs, neutral pressure in the

private ¯ux region is typically in the tens of milli-torr

range prior to the H±L transition. For example, for SNs

with similar parameters to the DNs we consider next

(Pinput � 7 MW, BT� 2 T, and Ip � 1.3 MA), PN prior

to the H±L backtransition is �40 mTorr).

There was signi®cant electron density in the private

¯ux region (e.g., � 1±2 ´ 1020 mÿ3 during most of the

PDD, where this density is measured half way between

the X-point and the ¯oor tiles directly under the X-

Fig. 1. Partially detached single-null divertor undergoes signi-

®cant changes in both core and divertor behavior prior to the

H±L transition: BT � 2.1 T, a � 0.61 m, q95 � 3 2. Da;div in-

dicates Da recycling activity in the divertor, �ne is the line aver-

aged density, ne;ped is the pedestal density, ne;core is electron

density measured well inside the plasma core, ne;X-point and

Te;X-point are electron density and temperature measured by

Thomson scattering inside the core plasma near the separatrix

and Jin is the saturation current under the inboard separatrix

(Langmuir probes).
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point). During normal PDD operation the inboard di-

vertor leg is totally detached between ELM pulses.

During ELMs, however, the inboard leg in SNs re-at-

taches, as shown by the jump in the saturation current

under the inboard leg (Da;div and Jin in Fig. 1(e),(f)). This

transient re-attachment of the inboard leg may con-

tribute to the buildup of high neutral density in the

private ¯ux region (PFR) by both supplying the recy-

cling particles and then preventing their escape from the

PFR.

4. Single-null and double-null comparisons

4.1. The H±L density limit for SN and DN divertors

Data obtained during recent experiments with SNs

[10] indicate that the H±L density limit has a dependence

on toroidal ®eld (i.e., �(Bt)
ÿ0:5) and only a weak de-

pendence on input power �i:e:;�Pinput�e; where e6 0:1�.
This scaling is di�erent than the Greenwald density limit

for L-mode plasmas, as there is no toroidal ®eld de-

pendence in Greenwald scaling. After normalizing the

H±L density limit to BT and Pinput and `windowing' on a

common set of values for toroidal ®eld, minor radius,

and elongation, the H±L density limit in SNs increases

roughly linearly with Ip. We ®nd that the line-averaged

density ��ne� for the DNs is �15% higher than for the

SNs. This translates into a higher average Greenwald

fraction (i.e., �ne=ne;G, where ne;G�1020 mÿ3� �
Ip�MA�=�pa�m��2� for the DNs (i.e., �0.9) than for

comparable SNs (i.e., K 0:8�.

4.2. Global behavior of DNs at high density

Data from two high density, DN shots with opposite

grad-B drift directions are plotted in Fig. 2. Both dis-

charges were balanced during the times of interest. For

later discussion of their divertor properties we have

chosen a timeslice for each of these two shots at a

common density value (i.e., �ne=neG � 0:95, as in

Fig. 2(b)).

At this density, sE/sE89 is �1.6 for both shots. The rise

in radiated power from the main plasma (Prad;core) largely

accounts for this degradation in sE during the gas pu�-

ing phase (Fig. 2(c)). We observed higher radiated

power in the divertor opposite the grad-B drift direction

in the two timeslices selected. At these times the radiated

power in the divertor/ X-point region opposite the grad-

B drift direction was �10±20% higher than the power

radiated in the opposite divertor. Bolometric analysis

has indicated that this divertor radiation was localized

primarily along the outer leg of each divertor.

Neutral pressure in the private ¯ux region (PN) is <3

mtorr for the high density times considered (Fig. 2(d))

and are at least an order of magnitude lower than

comparable high density SN divertor discharges at a

comparable �ne. As with SN PDD discharges at high

density, the inboard legs of the DN divertor at high

density are virtually detached between ELMs, that is,

particle and heat ¯uxes under the inboard separatrix

strike point decreased. With gas injection, the saturation

current under the inboard legs showed signi®cantly re-

duced activity, and a measurably reduced e�ect from

ELMs on particle ¯ux (Da;div and Jin in Fig. 2(e),(f)).

This latter e�ect is in contrast to what we have observed

in SNs.

4.3. Electron density and temperature in the divertor and

at the X-point

It is instructive to take a closer look at the behavior

of ne, Te, electron pressure (Pe) between the X-point and

strike point along the outboard divertor separatrix for

the �ne=ne;G � 0:95 cases above. There is no evidence of

MARFE formation between the X-point and strike

point (ne in Fig. 3(a)); Te along the separatrix was `cold'

(i.e., �3±4 eV) only near the strike point (Fig. 3(b)).

That the electron temperature has cooled to <5 eV near

the strike point, however, suggests that a divertor

MARFE or `partial detachment' may be near. There

was a modest reduction in the electron pressure (Pe)

Fig. 2. Two high density (�ne=ne;G � 0.95) double-null discharges

with opposite ÑB-drift directions shows some asymmetry in

radiated power: ÑB-drift toward the upper divertor (solid) and

ÑB-drift toward the lower divertor (dashed), BT � 2.1 T,

a� 0.61 m, q95 . 4.5. Jin is the saturation current near the in-

board separatrix strike point from the shot with ÑB-drift to-

ward the upper divertor.
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along the separatrix between the X-point and the strike

point (Fig. 3(c)); Pe between the X-point and the strike

point for the DN prior to gas pu�ng is added for

comparison (dashed line). For SNs during the PDD, the

reduction in Pe during the PDD is typically higher

(factor of �6) [11].

The lack of a core MARFE at high densities (even

near the H±L back transition) suggests that electron

temperatures near either X-point (inside the separatrix)

should be signi®cantly higher than what one has found

in SNs during high density (PDD) operation. The lack

of a core MARFE is understandable from the mea-

surement of Te. For example, for the high density time

slices in Fig. 2, the electron temperatures inside the

separatrices at either of the X-points were still P 50 eV,

well above temperatures where one might expect X-

point MARFEs to form [11]. No evidence of a reduction

of electron pressure inside the separatrix near either X-

point during gas injection was observed. While ne is

higher and Te is lower inside the separatrix for the

�ne=ne;G � 0:95 timeslices than for similar measurements

made in a non-pu� case, we have found that the neTe

product is approximately the same for both non-pu�

and high density cases. In SNs, we have found that near

the H±L transition Te is often 6 20 eV with core

MARFEs frequently present.

4.4. Edge ne and Te

The edge (or `pedestal') electron temperature (Te;ped)

has been suggested as an important ingredient in trig-

gering the L±H transitions [12]. It has been further noted

that the edge Te at the H±L transition is approximately

equal to the original edge Te at the L±H transition [13].

Our data supports these contentions for the DN and SN

cases examined. For example, the SN and DN plasmas

in Fig. 4 had nearly identical Ip, Pinj, and BT; CD2 for the

DN was slightly higher, i.e., 120 versus 105 Torr l/s.

Prior to gas injection, both discharges had type I `giant'

ELMs with frequency of 60±70 Hz and sE � 170 ms.

The L±H and the H±L transitions are indicated for each

con®guration. Te;ped for both cases underwent large ex-

cursions between their L±H and H±L transitions

[Fig. 4(a)]. Yet, for both con®gurations, Te;ped was ap-

Fig. 3. A composite of the high density DN shots shown in

Fig. 4 plots (a) electron density, (b) temperature, and (c) pres-

sure versus poloidal length along the outboard separatrix be-

tween the X-point and strike point. The solid circles are data

from the ÑB-drift toward the lower divertor; the open circles

are data from the ÑB-drift toward the upper divertor. Data

prior to gas pu�ng is represented by the dashed curves. PDD

behavior is not observed.

Fig. 4. (a) Te;ped at the L±H and H±L transitions are similar for

both SN (solid) and DN (dashed) divertors. (b) ne;ped and

(c)�ne=ne;G increase signi®cantly faster in the DN case during gas

injection: Ip � 1.5 MA, BT � 2.1 T, j � 2.0, q95 . 4.5, and

Pinj . 7.2 MW. Gas injection for the SN started at t� 2.3 s and

for the DN at t� 2.7 s.
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proximately the same at their respective L±H and H±L

transition points. We have also compared the electron

temperature pro®le near the plasma edge and found

them to be virtually identical for the SN and DN cases

near their H±L backtransition.

Pedestal electron density (ne;ped), as expected, di�ered

signi®cantly at their respective L±H and H±L transition

points (Fig. 4(b)). Note that both ne;ped and the nor-

malized line-averaged density �ne=ne;G (Fig. 4(c)) for the

DN at the H±L backtransition were approximately 15±

20% above those for the SN. Fig. 4(c) also shows that

the density in the DN increased at over twice the rate in

the SN. In general, DNs tend to fuel at a faster rate, as

we discuss in Section 5.

5. Discussion

Fueling by gas pu�ng in DN con®gurations is more

e�cient than in SNs. This may be due to a combination

of better direct (`®rst ¯ight') fueling and improved access

of the neutrals to the core plasma for the DNs. To show

this is plausible, we use a simple particle balance model:

dNi=dt � SNBI � cSgas ÿ Ni=sp � �1ÿ R�; �1�
where Ni is the total ion particle content of the core

plasma, SNBI is the rate of beam particles ionizing inside

the core plasma, Sgas is the gas pu�ng rate, c is the

fraction of gas pu�ed neutrals penetrating the core

plasma directly from the gas injector, sp is the particle

con®nement time of the core plasma, and R is the

fraction of recycled neutrals coming back into the core

plasma after recycling.

We estimate Ni/sp for the cases described in Fig. 4 by

®rst ®nding a self-consistent pair veff and a, where veff is

the anomalous perpendicular di�usivity for thermal en-

ergy, a � 2.5 D?/veff , and D? is the anomalous per-

pendicular di�usivity for particles. We follow Porter's

approach [14], using the measured gradients in the

density and temperature at the separatrix and the esti-

mated power across the separatrix. We estimate c com-

puting the ionization mean free path for Franck±

Condon neutrals (�3 eV), using the exponential

scrapeo� ne and Te pro®les from Thomson scattering

and electron impact ionization data [15]. The results,

shown in Table 1 suggest that roughly half of the im-

proved fueling in DNs may be due to more e�cient

(direct) fueling and the other half may be due to the fact

that a recycled neutral has a greater probability of re-

entering the core (as opposed to being `pumped' by the

graphite tiles).

While the above global analysis is useful in identify-

ing possible sources for improved fueling in DNs, it does

not explain why R is higher in the DN. To address this

issue, we need to understand why the SN and DN dis-

charges near their (high density) H±L backtransitions

behave so di�erently. The absence of the PDD during

routine high density DN operation is especially note-

worthy. Key to understanding this behavior is the real-

ization that neutral pressure in the private ¯ux region at

either end of the DN divertor is much lower than in a

corresponding SN at high density. Neutral particle

pressure in the PFR has been identi®ed as an important

ingredient in triggering the PDD regime by transferring

plasma momentum away from the divertor separatrix,

possibly by charge-exchange or ion-neutral collisions

[16,17]. Ghendrih [17], for example, has argued that this

is applicable to DIII-D SN gas pu�ed discharges where

the neutrals reduce plasma pressure along the divertor

separatrix by charge-exchanging with ions, and has es-

tablished a scaling for the neutral pressure needed for

triggering the PDD. The neutral pressure measured in

the PFR of (either) divertor in DN high density dis-

charges is less than that required neutral pressure pre-

dicted by Ghendrih as necessary for triggering the PDD.

From this perspective, it is understandable that the DNs

did not reach the PDD regime.

Neutral pressure in the PFR is much lower in DNs

than comparable SNs. The SN divertor has measurable

density in the PFR during gas pu�ng (particularly

during the PDD). It is more di�cult for recycled neu-

trals to penetrate through this density barrier out of the

divertor and into the core. This density barrier then in-

hibits fueling in SNs. In the DNs we have examined, we

see no evidence of comparable density in the private ¯ux

region. Moreover, fewer neutrals accumulate in the di-

vertor, due to better fueling in the DNs.

It is unclear as to why signi®cant density forms in the

private ¯ux region of SNs but does not in DNs. We

speculate that, while both SNs and DNs `detach' along

the inboard leg between ELMs (during gas pu�ng),

ELMing events (brie¯y) re-attach the inboard leg. For

SNs, continued gas pu�ng during the PDD resulted in

an increase in ELM frequency and less time for the in-

board leg to relax again to a detached state; hence, the

ELMing pulse along the inboard leg helps build up

neutral pressure in the PFR by both supplying recycling

particles and then inhibiting their escape from the PFR

through the inboard leg. On a qualitative level, ELMing

events for DNs do not appear as `strong' in terms of

particle (or heat) ¯ux as SNs. Partly responsible for this

Table 1

Particle balance: SN versus DN

SN DB

dNi/dt (amps) 50 125

SNBI �amps� 160 160

c 0.045 0.065

Sgas �amps� 1100 1320

Ni/sp ´ (1 ÿ R) (amps) 160 121

R 0.800 0.865
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may be that the particle and heat ¯uxes which ¯ow to

the high ®eld side are divided between two poloidally

separate locations in DNs, whereas these high ®eld side

¯ows are concentrated at a single poloidal location in

SNs (i.e., `sharing' by the divertors). In addition, if the

particle ¯ux from the ELMs (or even between-ELM

contributions) are ejected primarily into the weak toro-

idal ®eld side of the plasma as suggested by the time

di�erence of an ELM pulse arriving at the inner and

outer strike points [18], then the ELM pulse can be

`short-circuited' by either outboard divertor before it

reaches the inboard divertors. We have measured the

power ¯ow to the outboard divertors and found it sig-

ni®cantly greater than that to the inboard divertors (e.g.,

�6 ´ before D2 injection). For SNs, this is �2´ [19].

6. Conclusion

We have shown that the road to the H±L back-

transition for the single-null and double-null cases were

very di�erent, although their Te;ped (or Te pro®le) were

very similar at the back transition. We suspect that the

detachment/reattachment of the inboard leg during

ELMing conditions plays a pivotal role in the build-up

of neutrals in the private ¯ux region. Double-nulls are

`more detached' along their inboard legs than corre-

sponding single-nulls. Thus, neutrals in the private ¯ux

region for double-nulls have a higher probability of

escaping to the inboard side of the plasma and have

direct fueling access to the core plasma. Spreading out

the ionization of neutrals along the inboard plasma in

double-null appears to lead to more e�cient fueling of

the core than allowing neutrals to accumulate in the

divertor, as in single-nulls. Future work in under-

standing the high density behavior of single-null and

double-null discharges should focus on the cause(s) of

the in/out asymmetries in the particle and heat ¯ux at

the divertor targets, both during and between ELMing

events.
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